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The News of Hungarian Philately
THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Bill Wilson

Kellemes ünnepeket kivánok! 2010 has come and gone but as your president I would like to
wish you all a very happy holiday season and an especially a very prosperous New Year in 2011. I
am looking forward to the New Year and having learned a lot in the past year I hope I can contribute
more to the Society for all of you, our members. I think you will be pleased at the outcome of our
Executive Board meeting and the direction we will be heading this coming year.


KUDOS & WELCOME
Congratulations to our exhibitors! Alfred Kugel’s exhibit, The Postal History of BosniaHercegovia 1842-1918, was part of the Prix d’Honneur at the APS Stampshow in Richmond, VA. In
addition, Mr. Kugel received a gold medal at that show for the one-frame exhibit, Guam Island Mail
1898-1902. Lyman Caswell received a vermeil for the one-frame exhibit, Provisional Postage Dues
of the First Hungarian Inflation, 1921-1927. He also received silvers for this exhibit at PIPEX and
the Rocky Mountain Stamp Show. At the Rocky Mountain Stamp Show, Mr. Caswell received a
vermeil for The First Postage Dues of Hungary, 1903-1922. Mr. Ito Fuhimisa received a large
vermeil medal at Portugal 2010 for his exhibit Hungarian Hyperinflation 1945-1946.
Welcome to our newest members: Mr. Bruce Burns of Lincoln, NE; Mr. William Irsa of
Calgary, Canada; Mr. Raymond McKittrick of Godley, TX; and Mr. James Oliver of Irasburg, VT.


MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FOR 2011
Society membership dues for next year are due as of January 1st. Please check the address
label to see your paid-up status. If it is ‘2010’ then please send in your payment in accordance with
the instructions on the enclosed flier. Thank you for your support.


LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Your Editor’s Notes in the April-June 2010 The News of Hungarian Philately struck a
responsive chord, as I have been keenly interested in these Arad first day covers for some time. The
covers are extremely useful in identifying genuine Occupation française overprints. Moreover,
cutouts from them are probably the source of most used ARAD stamps in collections.
Your may remember that we last corresponded regarding the identity of the dealer, or less
likely the collector, who must have prepared at least 500 of these covers from various postal stations.
I prefer the term ‘dealer’ because although all these covers are in the same handwriting, they seem to
be addressed to different individuals (local collectors?). At one time, I believed that the monogram,
which resembles /an intertwined/ ‘OZ,’ rubber stamped on these covers might represent Otto
Zumstein of that philatelically renowned family. However, I have since learned that Otto was only
seven years old in 1919. Still, he could have been helping an older family member by affixing the
multitude of stamps and identifying their source. Perhaps some other collector can identify this
monogram, which I have not been able to find on any web site.
I seriously doubt that any covers with all 55 issued stamps were ever prepared because some
of the other stamps were initially so scarce and unavailable that preparing covers with the full set was
never contemplated. The largest number of stamps I have encountered on one of these covers is 38.
Perhaps a collector has one with more stamps, especially if the preparer were able to create a few with
the entire set to sell at a higher price.
In my collection I possess three covers:
 No. 264, ARAD 1G, 38 stamps including Scott #1N32a invert
 No. 328, ARAD 1R, 37 stamps
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 No. 338 ARAD, 1U, 30 stamps
Judging from these, I thought the covers might represent an alphabetic progression of postal
stations or windows. /Editor’s note: All covers posted on 4 May 1919 were cancelled at the No. 1
post office in Arad. The use of different control letter CDSs might indicate that several persons were
involved with mailing the covers at different clerk windows./
Your illustrated covers were:
 No.135a, ARAD 1R, only 30, not 31 stamps [your miscount] /Ed’s Note: my mistake, sorry./
 No. 408, ARAD, 1U, only 20 stamps and lacking those of Emperor Karl and Empress Zita
No. 408, which also lacks the Emperor-Empress stamps, would fit the G-R-U progression,
but No. 135a does not. I have not seen other ‘a’ numbers on any similar covers offered on eBay, so
this is an exception. Your No. 408 is also unusual in not having a monogram below nor following the
last affixed stamp. Also, the cancellation differs in having the date in smaller font and the ‘D’ of the
word ‘ARAD’ wider than any other Arad cancellation I have seen. /Ed’s Note: both the #138a and
the #408 covers were addressed in the same handwriting./
Re: your article Arad ‘Occupation Française’ Covers from the July-September 2010
newsletter, I examined the cover scans you sent me. My opinions are not firm because of their low
resolution; however, I agree that all three covers must be bogus. On the upper Reich Szilard cover,
the upper-right 40f Zita stamp appears to be the fake overprint with small blurred font. On the lower
Szilard cover, the upper right 80 f Parliament stamp seems to have a dropped final “n.” In fact, few if
any of the other overprints look genuine. Also, the lettering in the postmarks doesn't look correct.
The other cover is unquestionably bogus. The postmark, which may match those on the Szilard
covers is entirely different from the genuine. Some of the overprints resemble the most dangerous
PAPE forgeries. The “O” of these stamps is variable. On the 10f Magyar Posta, it is narrow. On the
10f Magyar Kir. Posta, it is round. There are several other variations, such as the short, broad “n” on
the 80f Parliament. This cover must have been prepared at a much later date from a batch of
differently forged overprints. In summary, these covers are bogus, but it would be nice to have the
originals and prepare decent scans for the record. I've been typing the forged overprints of the Arad
and other occupation issues. Some were prepared in sets but others were rubber-stamped on
individual items. I would suggest that interested Society members submit in the same format
identifications of similar covers in their possession, so that we might establish a pattern of their
preparation and ultimately identify the preparer.

Charles Sandberg


RECENT HUNGARICA NEW ISSUES
In 2009, Japan and Austria jointly issued stamps
commemorating aspects each countries’ culture. The souvenir
sheet from Japan reproduced an image of Empress / Queen
Elisabeth, Francis Joseph’s wife who was very popular in
Hungarian aristocratic circles. Her image is on the second
stamp from the top on the sheet reproduced on the left.
The stamp on the
right was issued by Rumania
in 2005. It’s one of a series
of 4 showing the coat-of-arms
of Rumania’s main provinces.
The stamp reproduced the
Transylvanian crest, one of a
very few stamps that show
the historic symbol of Erdély.
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OBLITERATIONS AND THEIR ABSENCE: Elaborations, Emendations, Extensions (Part 4)
by Alan Soble
V. CZECHOSLOVAKIA

The central point of the following discussion
of Czechoslovakian postal history is this:
given what other areas of the Hapsburg
Empire were doing and had done to their
cancellers after the war and upon gaining their
independence from Austro-Hungary, what
happened in Slovakia is sufficiently different
that Slovakian postal history requires special
attention. In order to raise the “Slovakian
Question” most forcefully, the differences
between Slovakia and Austrian regions of the
empire must be clearly shown. What we find
is an immediate and decisive pattern of the
obliteration of cancelling devices used in the
Austrian regions of the empire, obliterations
that are strikingly missing from Slovakia.
V-1. Bosnia. A good place to start is
with Figures 61 and 62, which show cancels
from “Brčko”/“Brčka” (pronounced “Berr-chkaw”), a town in NE Bosnia.47 In Figure 61,
an official Bosnian post card with an
indicium, and a picture post card franked with
two Bosnian stamps, exhibit a typical
Austrian cancel. The name of the town is
placed at the bottom of the cancel and the top
is filled with the Imperial slogan, “K. UND K.
MILIT POST XVII.” In Figure 62, a postAuthor Alan Soble and daughter Ráhel
war “Brčko” receiving cancel is shown.
The top part of the cancel is as empty as the (almost thrown-away) empty Czechoslovakian cancel in
Figure 45. The “K. UND K.” identification has been cleanly obliterated in a feminine way, leaving a
“presence of an absence.” This occurred by or in 1920. The Croatian “Zagreb” cancel on the same
parcel card is still Hungarian and includes the crown of St. Stephen and the Hungarian date format.
Figure 61. Top: a Bosnian post card;
the indicium matches the green
Bosnia ScCl 14, Mi Bosnia 13 (1900);
sent from “Brcka” (no diacritic;
21/8/02, Austrian date format) to
Leipzig (received 23/8/02). Bottom:
picture post card franked with a pair
of ScCl 14, sent from “Brcka”
(18/5/01) to “Biograd Srbia.” See the
Cyrillic receiving strike, “Београд 6
V 01.” Thus the day, “18,” on the
Brcko cancel is wrong. Indeed, the
sender dated the card, on the other
side, “Brcku, 4 Maja.” (Note also the
incorrect rövid diacritic in the
Hungarian label; see my essay
“Caps.”)
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Figure 62. Parcel card cancelled
“Zagreb,” dated (Hungarian format)
920 SEP 29; the crown of St. Stephen
has not been touched. Note the large
empty space in the Brčko receiving
strike, dated 1 X 20. The franking
consists of four copies of light brown
(or pale olive) Yugoslavia/Slovenia
ScCl 3L42, Jugoslavia SG 150 (1920).
Figure 63. Three pre-obliteration
cancels (cropped from post cards).
Left: a Sarajevo (Bosnia) 18/I/01
cancel with the top containing the
Imperial “K. UND K.,” etc., slogan, on
Bosnia ScCl 14. Center: a Bos.
Gradiška 17/IX/11 cancel, topped with
“K. UND K.,” on light olive Bosnia
ScCl 48; Bosnia Mi 31 (1906). Right:
a Ljubinje (Bosnia) 12/?/10 cancel on
the indicium of a Bosnia post card,
also topped with the
Imperial slogan.

Other before-and-after examples show that the empty Bosnian cancels in Figure 61 are not
isolated freaks. Compare Figure 63 (before) with Figure 64 (post-operative). Newly-freed Bosnia,
although soon to be part of Yugoslavia, rid its cancels of a symbol of Hapsburg domination. The last
two images show that Croatian towns were still using Hungarian devices.
V-2. Austrian and Hungarian bilingual cancels. Soon we
will look at bilingual cancels in Czechoslovakia and their fate —
their condition at birth, how they were changed, and what became
of them. To further set the background, we will first look at
Austrian and Hungarian bilinguals.

Figure 64. Top: An overprinted Austrian feldpost card, cancelled
“Bos. Petrovac,” 25/5/20. The Imperial slogan is gone. Center: Parcel
card sent from Zagreb (920 DEC 28) to Turbe, Bosnia, received 31 XII
20. The franking on the card’s front are two green
Yugoslavia/Slovenia ScCl 3L43, SG 151. Bottom: Parcel card sent
from Osijek (920 AUG 2) to Sarajevo, received 4 VIII 20. The stamps
are a pair of yellow-brown Yugoslavia/Slovenia ScCl 3L8, SG 75.
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Figure 65. Left: a monolingual German
exonymic cancel on a cut square from a red
2kr 1871 Hungarian post card (see the
beginning of chapter 5, Sim). Center:
Hungarian and Serbo-Croat bilingual cancel,
29 JAN 84, on a light red envelope issue,
Hungary ScCl 15 or 20, MP 17 or 23. Right:
the same Hungarian and Serbo-Croat
bilingual cancel (dated 15 MAJ 70) on a
newspaper stamp, a gray-purple Austria Sc
P9, Mi 42, MP A8 (1867).

Figures 65 and 66 exhibit part of the progression of Zagreb cancels. In Figure 65, on the left,
is an early monolingual cancel that uses only the German exonym for the city. In the center is a later
bilingual cancel; the Hungarian exonym is at the top (the prominent visual location) and the endonym
at the bottom. This pattern is common; we are meant to take the symbolism (top = better, bottom =
worse) seriously. On the right is the same pattern, again with the Hungarian at the top and the SerboCroat at the bottom. Two bilinguals are shown in Figure 66. One is a combination of the SerboCroat endonym and the German exonym (which order is an exception to another symbolic principle:
the name on the left, which is read by the eye first, takes precedence over the name on the right). The
other bilingual is in the proper order, the Hungarian exonym (Zágráb) on the left, the endonym on the
right. (See also the inset in Figure 41, Part 3.) The progression is continued in the center image of
Figure 64: “Zagreb” is the sole name in a post-war monolingual cancel. It is worthwhile to observe
this comprehensible pattern of progression. The pattern shows us what to expect and prepares us to
recognize variations and aberrations. (I do not mean to imply that Hungary prohibited the use of
endonymous cancels in Croatia.)

Figure 66. Top: top-right corner of a yellow 2
kr “Levelezési Lap”/“Correspondenz-Karte”
post card (Sim, chapter 5, card 5a), cancelled
“Zagreb-Agram,” January 5, 1874. Bottom:
bilingual cancel (Hungarian, Serbo-Croat),
dated 909 JUL 23, on a 5-fillér Turul that
uprated a Hungarian post card (Sim, chapter
5, card 25).
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Figure 67. Top: A receiving “Eszék
Osiek” bilingual cancel on a card sent
from Bosnia, dated 909 MAR 29. It was
addressed to “Esseg” (the German
exonym, one “g”). Bottom: another
receiving “Eszék Osiek” bilingual
cancel on a Hungarian post card, dated
900 OKT 19. It was sent from Morovnó
(Slovakia) and addressed to “Essegg”
(two “g”s).
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A partial progression can be seen in Figure 67 and Figure 64 (bottom). In both cancels of
Figure 67, the Hungarian exonym “Eszék” is the beginning name and “Osiek,” the endonym, is last.
In Figure 64, a post-war cancel, the name is simply “Osijek.” When I searched Google for “Osiek,”
many links to various towns in Poland appeared, but nothing for the town in Croatia, at least not
within the first 15 pages of links. Google replied to my search request “Osiek Croatia” with “Did you
mean osijek?” Even MN twice spells the name “Ošijek.” (There is, however, no diacritic in the
cancel in Figure 64.) The “Osiek” in Hungarian bilingual cancels might have been equally an
exonym and an endonym.

Figure 68. Post card franked with a
black-numeral pale violet 2 kr
envelope issue, with two Hungarian
and Serbo-Croat bilingual cancels.
The card was sent 99 JUN 19 and
received 99 JUN 20. The card was
addressed to “Karlstadt,” the
German exonym.

On the card in Figure 68, there
are two Hungarian and Serbo-Croat
bilingual cancels.
The cancel that
partially covers the stamp includes
“Sziszek,” the Hungarian exonym, at the
top, and the endonym “Sisak” at the
bottom. The receiving strike has the topbottom arrangement as well: the
Hungarian exonym “Károlyváros” at the
top, the endonym “Karlovac” at the
Figure 69. Parcel card franked with (left to right) Yugoslavia
bottom.
Progression is illustrated in
ScCl 38 (deep green, 1924), 36 (green), and 42 (brown,
Figure
69,
with
“Karlovac” at the top and
1926); SG 206, 204, and 210. The cancel is dated sometime
the
same
name
at
the bottom, although in
in 1927. The name at the bottom is “Karlovac,” in Cyrillic.
this case spelled using the Cyrillic
alphabet. This cancel is not bi-lingual but transliterative — the same word in one language spelled
using two different alphabets.
We
are
close
to tackling
Czechoslovakia. Two more illustrations will
glide us gently into that territory. Figure 70
shows an Austrian feldpost card with two
bilingual cancels. Over the stamp is a
“Prag/Praha” cancel, the German exonym
and the Czech endonym. The receiving
strike is “Laibach/Ljubljana,” in which the
German exonym is at the top, the Slovenian
endonym at the bottom. The arrangement of
“Praha” and “Prag” is somewhat aberrant;
although “Prag” is higher in the cancel, it is
not dramatically higher. The post card and
Figure 70. A censored Austrian feldpost card franked
Hungarian stamp in Figure 71 are cancelled
with a green Austria Sc 113 (1913), SG 138. There are “Trencsén Teplicz,” which is not bilingual
two bilingual cancels on the card. In the upper right,
but fully Hungarian. No Slovakian town
“Prag/Praha,” dated 11 V 16; in the lower left,
“Laibach/Ljubjlana,” dated 18 V 16.
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Figure 71. A picture post card sent from “Trencsén
Teplicz” (a monolingual Hungarian cancel, dated 98 JUL
23) to “Preszburg” (98 JUL 23, the same day).
“Preszburg” is the Hungarian transliteration of
“Pressburg,” the German exonym for Pozsony. The stamp
is a pale brown-violet black numeral 2 kr envelope issue.

name occurs in the cancel.48 Such a cancel
is entirely analogous to cancels, which
occurred on Austrian stamps used in
Hungary (and in the Empire’s nonHungarian lands, such as Galicia), that were
monolingual, bearing only a German
exonym with no local endonym.
The
“Trencsén” cancel is an early cancel form,
and makes a nice contrast to the “modern”
cancel form, the Pozsony receiving strike.
This cancel is monolingual, containing only
the Hungarian town name; it also bears the
crown of St. Stephen and the Hungarian date
format.

V-3. Czech and Slovak cancels. If you have a stock of Austrian stamps and covers used
before WW1 in Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, and philatelic material from the Czech part of
Czechoslovakia from WW1 through WW2, you can set up a fairly orderly progression of cancel
types. (S1) Before and during WW1, you will find Austrian stamps with monolingual German
cancels and bilingual German-Czech cancels, with the German exonym usually (but not always) in
the prominent position in the cancel, either at the top or on the left. (S2) Immediately after the war,
older cancellers were still used for a while, so we see cancels like those in S1. But in this
“transitional” period, we also find cancels applied by defaced cancellers; the resulting cancel is
partially obliterated in either a masculine or feminine way. Soon, old cancellers were entirely
remodeled or new cancellers were put into service; both yielded monolingual cancels containing
“Č.S.P.” and other markings. (S3) In many towns in the 1920s and 1930s, we find a return to CzechGerman bilingual cancels, with the Czech endonym in the most prominent position. (S4) After
Bohemia-Moravia was torn away from Slovakia, cancels were again either monolingually German or
bilingual, with the German exonym again taking the most prominent position, as it had in the earliest
stage, S1. (S5) After WW2, German exonyms were deleted (obliterated) from the cancellers, yielding
cancels with only the Czech endonym at the bottom — and so a pattern from S2 was repeated.
Finally, the Czech endonym was put at the top of the cancel, before and after the creation of the
Czechoslovakia-Communist state. Bilingual cancels were now dead in Czechoslovakia. I will
illustrate stages S1 to S5, but we are primarily concerned with S1-S3. It is during these stages that we
can make the most significant comparisons with Slovakian cancels.49
(S1) It is neither arduous nor expensive to assemble monolingual German cancels and bilingual
German-Czech cancels on Austrian stamps and post cards used pre-WW1 in territories that eventually
were pasted together (Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia) and soldered with Slovakia and Carpatho-Ukraine
to become Czechoslovakia.
In Figure 72 (clockwise), there are illustrations of five pre-war cancels from Bohemia:
Sedlčany/Seltschan, German exonym at the bottom; Prag/Praha, German exonym at the top;
Pilsen/Plzen, German exonym again at the top; Eger, German monolingual exonym (“Cheb,” the
Czech endonym, is missing); and Čáslau/Caslav, the Czech endonym at the top.
In Figure 73, three cancels from the much fought over Eastern Silesia (sometimes called
“Austrian Silesia” or “Moravian Silesia”) are shown: (L) a cancel on which the German exonym
“Freudenthal in Schlesien” piggishly occupies both the top and the bottom, while the Czech
endonym, “Bruntál,” is missing; (C) Markt Rosswald, the German exonym by itself (the Czech is
“Slezké Rudoltice”); and (R) Setzdorf, the German exonym alone (the Czech endonym had been
“Zighartice”; the town is now called “Vápenná”).
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Figure 72. Clockwise from upper left: bilingual CzechGerman cancel on yellow Austria Sc 34, Mi 35II (18741880), dated 26/5/8X; bilingual German-Czech on light
green Austria Sc 42, Mi 45 (1883), dated 21/2/84;
bilingual German-Czech on brown Austria Sc 41, Mi
44, dated 10/9/90; monolingual German cancel on
Austria light brown, black numeral Sc 52, Mi 51 (18901896), dated 18/4/99; and bilingual Czech-German on
blue-green, black numeral Austria Sc 53, Mi 52, dated
14/3/9X. The Eger displays a perfect 5-line Austrian
cancel: day, bar, month, time, year.

Figure 73. Left: monolingual German
cancel on brown-purple Austria Sc 69,
Mi 66 (1891), dated 29/8/93. Center:
monolingual German cancel on brown
Austria Sc 31, Mi 39I, dated 1[?]/9/71.
Right: monolingual German cancel on
green Austria Sc 35, Mi 36II, dated
30/12/77.

Figure 74 illustrates four different Moravian cancels: two strikes of the same canceller are on
a parcel card, “Freiberg in Mähren” across the top (the German exonym), and the Czech endonym
“Příbor” (Sigmund Freud’s birthplace) on the bottom; in the inset, the monolingual German cancel,
“Freiberg,” is across the top, and the rest of the exonym, “in Mähren,” lies on the bottom, freezing out
the endonym; there are also two cancels on a regular issue Austrian post card, one a monolingual
German exonym, “Wiesenberg,” which cancels the indicium, and a bilingual German-Czech
receiving strike, with the exonym “Olmutz [Stadt]” on the top and the Czech endonym, “Olomouc
[Město],” on the bottom.

Figure 74. Top: two strikes of a
monolingual German canceller on a
brown 10h indicium and on a brown,
black numeral, Austria Sc 82, Mi 80
(1899), dated 26/7/01. Inset: a
German cancel on blue Austria Sc 11,
Mi 15 (1858), dated 16/2 [no year].
Bottom: Austrian post card, indicium
copies a brown Austria Sc 41, Mi 44,
cancelled 5/11/85, and a bilingual
receiving strike, dated 6/11/89.
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The philatelic history of Slovakia during stage S1 is not much different. Early on, we find
stamps issued by Austria used in Slovakia and cancelled monolingually with a German exonym or
with the Hungarian name of the town. Much the same occurred in Romania and in Hungary itself. In
some Slovakian cases, the Hungarian name was the only name a town had, thus making it a de facto
endonym. Three cancels using German exonyms for Hungarian/Slovakian towns are shown in Figure
75: Königsberg in Ung[arn] (Hungarian: Újbánya [Bars megye]; Slovakian: Nová Baňa); Neusohl
(Hungarian: Besztercebánya [Zólyom]; Slovakian: Báňská Bystrica; and Pressburg (Hungarian:
Pozsony [Pozsony megye]; Slovakian: Bratislava). Figure 76 shows two Hungarian-language cancels
on Austrian stamps used in Slovakian towns: Liptó St. [Szent] Miklós (Liptó), Slovakian: Liptovský
[Svätý] Mikuláš; and Nagy Mihály (Zemplén), Slovakian: Michalovce.

Figure 75. Left: a brown Austria Sc 15 (1860), Mi 21.
Center: an orange-brown Austria Sc 21 (1853), Mi 28.
Right: a brown Austria Sc 4 (1850), Mi 4.

Figure 76. Left: a red Austria Sc 14 (1860),
Mi 20. Right: a red Austria Sc 3 (1850), Mi 3.

Later, German exonyms were gone and Austrian stamps were replaced by Hungarian
emissions, including the joint Dual Monarchy issue of 1867. Figures 77, 78, and 79 show Hungarianlanguage cancels on the 1867 issue, on the 1871 lithographed issue, and on one of the early
envelopes. The Hungarian town names are Rózsahegy [Liptó], Pozsony, Besztercebánya, Kassa
[Abaúj Torna], Oszlány [Bars], and Dévény [Pozsony]; in Slovakian: Ružomberok, Bratislava,
Báňská Bystrica, Košice, Oslany, and Devín.

Figure 77. Left: A brown Austria Sc 31, Mi 39I, MP
A5, dated 23/5/69. Right: a yellow Austria Sc 27, Mi
35, MP A1, dated 1/12/67.

Figure 78. Left: a red Austria Sc 29, Mi 37, MP A3,
dated 8/14/67. Right: same stamp, dated sometime in
[18]70.

Figure 79. Left: a red Hungary Sc 3 (1871), MP 3.
Right: a red (and red numeral) Hungary Sc 15
(1874), MP 17I.
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Figure 80. Three Hungarian stamps, Slovakian town
cancels. Left: a blue (with blue numeral) envelope
issue cancelled in Trencsén (Trenčín; Trencsén
megye), dated 97 JUN 13. Center: a red (with black
numeral) envelope issue cancelled “Nagy-Bittse” —
a variant of “Nagy-Biccse”? — (Bytča; Trencsén),
dated 94 DEC 14. Right: a brick red (with black
numeral) envelope issue, cancelled in Zsolna (Žilina;
Trencsén), dated 96 DEC 14.

Close to the turn of the century, Hungarian cancellers began to include the crown of St.
Stephen, although not all post offices or locations were supplied with this type of canceller. As a
result, some older-style Hungarian cancellers were used up to and during (and even after) WW1.
(See Figures 80, 81, and 91.) The use of older Austrian-Germanic cancellers occurred also in the
Czech areas. Stage S1 does not sufficiently distinguish Slovakia from Czech. But they diverge in
stages S2 and S3.
Figure 81. Three Hungarian stamps, Slovakian town
cancels. Left: a brown Turul cancelled
“Beszterczebánya” (Báňská Bystrica; Zólyom), dated
912 DEC 24. Center: a blue Franz Josef cancelled
“Bártfa Fürdő — a neighbor of “Bártfa? — (Bardejov;
Sáros), dated 912 AUG 16. Right: a green-on-red
Turul cancelled “Legenye Alsó Mihály” — not far
from “Legenye”? — (Luhyňa or Legina; Zemplén),
dated 914 AUG 1.

Figure 82. Clockwise from upper left: red Czechoslovakia ScC 7, SG 12 (1918); green
Czechoslovakia ScC 43, SG 46a (1919); violet Czechoslovakia ScC 30, SG 31 (1919); red
Czechoslovakia ScC 27, SG 36; red Czechoslovakia ScC 3, SG 5; purple Czechoslovakia ScC
10, SG, 16; a pair of red Czechoslovakia ScC 27, SG 36.

(S2) The period 1918 to roughly 1922 is rich with Czechoslovakian cancel varieties — except for
Slovakia. Collectors of Hungary might feel cheated by this inadvertent blunder of history. In my
discussion of cancels of stage S1, I divided them according to geographical region. Here I will
instead categorize cancels by their types, although geographical regions will not be ignored.
The stamps shown in Figure 82 are interesting primarily for the town names (exonymic,
endonymic) and the dates on the cancels, which for all these cancels is soon after the end of the war.
Proceeding clockwise from the upper left: Hermannshütte in Böhmen, a monolingual German cancel,
dated 15/3/20 (I have already pointed out the ideological incongruity of using old exonymic
cancellers on brand-new autonomous, indigenous stamps); Georgswalde, another German
monolingual cancel, used in Bohemia (the Czech endonym is “Jiřikov”), dated 1 VII 20; a bilingual
cancel, Bohemian, with the Czech “Jablonec nad Nisau” around the top and the German “Gablonz an
der Nieße” on the bottom, dated 11 IX 20; another Czech-German bilingual that finally includes
“Č.S.P.” and on which the Czech “Dvorec na Moravě” is on the top and the German “HOF [?] in
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Mähren” on the bottom, dated 16 V 20; a monolingual Czech endonymic cancel, “Hodolany”
(Moravia), dated 27 VI 19; another monolingual Czech cancel, “Bubeneč” (Bohemia), which also
includes “Č.S.P.” at the bottom (ousting a German exonym deliberately?); and a pair of attached
imperforate stamps cancelled with the Czech monolingual “Frýdek Mistek – Přívoz” (barely visible in
the image), a Silesian TPO cancel dated 12 IV 20. The observation that must be made is that the
Czechs quickly, in the 1919s and 1920s, made sure, in expressing the spirit of the “nationalization” of
the post, that at least some of their cancellers were brought into line with their newly-produced
stamps. That effort did not reach into or was not made in Slovakia.

Figure 83. Top: the indicium copies
a red-violet Austria Sc 148, Mi 203
(1916-1918); the other stamp is a
green Czechoslovakia ScC E2, SG
E2 (1918). Bottom: a
Czechoslovakian post card whose
indicium copies the red
Czechoslovakia ScC 27, SG 36.

Three Czech covers from this period are worth inspecting. In Figure 83, two cropped post
cards are shown. The cancel on one card shows that the “Troppau” German exonym for this town in
Silesia was still being used monolingually (date: 28 IX 19). The post card is a mixed franking, which
makes it ideologically incongruous. The main franking is the Austrian 10 heller indicium, but it is
supplemented with a Czechoslovakian special delivery/express stamp (perhaps both together paid the
postage to the card’s intended destination, Bavaria). The other card, even though the cancel contains
solely the German exonym “Ottendorf in Böhmen,” is interesting because it is a brand-new official
“Č.S.R.” post card (see the red insignia), available as early as 16/12/19, the date on this card. The
Czechs were no slouches getting their postal act together, not letting “chaos” rule (which makes it
difficult to understand what was not happening in Slovakia). The Czechs not only had new postage
stamps and, soon, new cancellers, but also new revenues, postal stationery, and parcel cards.
The third cover (Figure 84) is
ideologically incongruous but in a
peculiar way.
It was sent from
Plzeň/Pilsen in Bohemia on 23/11/18,
which is an outstandingly early usage of
this stamp. Further, it arrived in Zwittau
(monolingual German exonym; the Czech
endonym is “Svitavy,” in Moravia) on
25/11/18 – marked with a red “T” for
“postage due,” which was paid by two
Austrian stamps, the presence of which
makes
this
cover
ideologically
incongruous.
Figure 84. Cover sent from Plzeň to Zwittau /
Svitavy, leaving 23/XI/18 and arriving 25/XI/18,
franked with a red-violet Czechoslovakia ScC 1, SG 3. Postage due was paid by a green Austria Sc 146 and a
violet Sc 171, Mi 186 and Mi 224.
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We already have reason to notice the conservative post-war postal rearranging practiced in
Slovakia; the rest of the items that fall within Czech stage S2 seal the case: soon after the formation of
the country, postal workers in the Czech regions informally, and in subversive violation of orders
from above,50 defaced Austrian cancellers to eliminate German exonyms. This obliteration was
accomplished in a masculine fashion, by filling in the German portion of cancellers with solder, or in
a feminine manner, by digging or pulling out and then leaving empty the space formerly occupied by
German town names.51 The analogy between the post-war Czechs and the post-war Bosnians is
accurate. Polish cancellers, too, were similarly effaced.52
The cancels to be shown now, from the Czech areas, are the sort of cancels that are rarely
found in the Slovakian part of the new nation. As simple as it seems to make these obliterated
cancels, analogous obliterations are not commonly found on cancels produced by “surviving”
Hungarian cancellers used in Slovakia. The absence of easily-made obliterations is the puzzle. It is
as if the Slovakians were less psychologically, socially, or politically invested in the formation of the
new country and, as a result, could not inject any spirit into the nationalization of the post.

Figure 85. Monolingual “Praha” cancels on an
overprinted Austrian post card. The indicium copies Austria
Sc type A42 (1917). The three stamps, left to right, are:
purple Czechoslovakia ScC E1, SG E1 (1918); light green
Czechoslovakia ScC P1, SG N1(1918); and brown
Czechoslovakia ScC 23, SG 30 (Feb., 1919).
Figure 86. Top: a Frýdek monolingual autonymous cancel on an
uprated Austrian post card. Bottom: two Plzeň monolingual
cancels on a post card franked with Czechoslovakia ScC 3 and 1,
SG 5 and 4.

Figure 87. Czech monolingual cancels and empty spaces
where the German exonym used to be, on (top left to bottom
right): yellow-green Czechoslovakia ScC 2, SG 4; a pair of
orange Czechoslovakia ScC 32, SG 39; another pair of the
same; a pair of orange-red Czechoslovakia ScC 7, SG 12.
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Figures 85 and 86 show feminine
obliterations on (cropped) post cards.
Again, the town names and the dates are the
important features. The card in Figure 85
and the card at the top of Figure 86 are
ideologically incongruous: the German
exonyms have been eliminated from the
cancels, yet the fundamental post card
employed
(even
if
uprated
with
Czechoslovakian stamps) in both cases is
from Austrian stock. (The overprint “ČSR”
on the indicium in Figure 85 hardly blots out
its Austrian origin and does not avoid the
ideological incongruity.)53 The card in
Figure 85 is cancelled “Praha” — the
monolingual endonym, and an empty space
exists where “Prag” used to be. It is dated
“26 VII 19,” less than a year after the
formation of the new country. No wonder,
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then, that ideologically incongruous philatelic items abound at that transitional time; the Czechs also
already had in motion their campaign of obliteration. The cards in Figure 86 were cancelled in
Frýdek (Silesia; 8 XII 19) and Plzeň(Bohemia; 20 V 19); in both cases the cancel is monolingual and
a large empty space appears where the German exonym used to be.

Figure 88. Czech monolingual cancels and
empty spaces where the German exonym
had been, on (top left, top right, and
bottom): a red Czechoslovakia ScC 3, SG 5;
a pair of red-orange Czechoslovakia ScC 7,
SG 12; and (on a parcel card, left to right)
olive Czechoslovakia ScC 6, SG 11; orange
Czechoslovakia ScC 32, SG 39; and green
Czechoslovakia ScC 38, SG 43.

Seven different feminine obliterations can be seen in Figures 87 and 88. The empty space on
each cancel is striking. On each monolingual cancel the remaining town name is endonymous. In
Figure 87 the town names and dates are: Praha, 10/3/19 (less than half a year post-war); Praha, with a
perfect 5-line Austrian cancel (day, bar, month, time, year), 23/10/6/19; Kateřinky (Bohemia),
19/11/19; and Terezín (Bohemia), 13 III 19 (another early obliteration). In Figure 88, the town
names and dates are: Třebíč (Moravia), with an unusual date format: 19/ VIII-XII/22/2; Prostějov
(Moravia), 19/2-6/16/5; and Dobrouč Dolní (Moravia), 28/8/19.
Figure 89 illustrates a special case. It is certainly a partially obliterated cancel (dated
6/VI/20), although the change is, without prompting, not easy to discern. The Bohemian city
“Smíchov” (endonym) was also called “Smichow” (German exonym). The pronunciations are
virtually identical; the German “w” sounds like a “v.” The only change that had to be made on these
cancellers was to truncate the German “w” at the end of the town name into a Czech “v.” 54 I leave it
as an exercise for the reader to decide which of the “v” letters in these two cancels are the result of
chopping off half of a “w.”55
Figure 89. Two “Smichov/Smíchov” cancels
on a parcel card. The three different stamps,
left to right, are: green Czechoslovakia ScC
38, SG 43; brown Czechoslovakia ScC 8, SG
13; and yellow-green Czechoslovakia ScC 43,
SG 52. Which “v” is the real “v” and which
is the trimmed “w”?

Alas, the masculine obliterations on early Czechoslovakian stamps are not as spectacular as
the feminine. To be candid: the masculine obliterations that I could afford to buy were not as
spectacular as the feminine obliterations that I could afford. But you’ll get the general idea from the
four stamps in Figure 90.56 Of course, the problem arises (this is not to beat a dead horse): why
couldn’t the Slovakians also have used solder on their “surviving” Hungarian cancellers to turn the
crown of St. Stephen into an amorphous blob? Postal workers in the Slovakian part of the country
must have been aware of what their postal colleagues in the Czech areas were doing. Some
masculinely-obliterated and femininely-obliterated cancels surely arrived in Košice/Kassa,
Bratislava/Pozsony, et al., sent from Praha, Plzeň, et al.
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Figure 90. Four Czechoslovakian stamps that exhibit masculine obliterations. The town names and cancel
dates are up for grabs, but the Scott numbers indicate roughly the year used (1918-1919). The stamps are (left
to right): a blue ScC 16, SG 27; a deep green ScC 33, SG 40; a red ScC 3, SG 5; and a brown ScC 8, SG 13.

To exhibit the vast difference between the spirited Czech postal nationalization and the
lackadaisical nationalization carried out in Slovakia is nearly impossible, for doing so would require
comparing a presence with an absence. The best that can be done is to argue that, having examined a
couple of thousand cancelled early Czechoslovakian stamps, I conclude that Czech obliterations occur
frequently enough to be readily noticeable while cases of Slovakian postal subversion are rare enough
that “the exceptions prove the rule.”57 After providing a few illustrations of Hungarian “surviving”
cancels in Slovakia (going beyond the images presented in Part I), I show the meager results of
intense searching for Slovakian obliterations.

Figure 91. Two old-style Hungarian cancels used in 1920. Top: a parcel card franked with a strip of four
orange Czechoslovakia ScC 50, SG 39, cancelled “Dobsina” (Dobšiná; Gömör megye), dated 15 JUL 920.
Bottom: another parcel card corner, franked with a purple Czechoslovakia ScC 29, SG 37, cancelled “Kiszucza
Újhely” (Kysucké Nové Město; Trencsén), dated 20 JAN 15.

Figures 91 and 92 show three cases of the use of Hungarian cancellers in the Slovakian part
of Czechoslovakia. In Figure 91, both cancels are the older Hungarian variety, which was still being
used after the war (as some Czech post offices still used older Austrian cancellers after the war).
Both examples in Figure 91 are dated 1920. Figure 92 shows another cancel from 1920. Not only is
the crown of St. Stephen clearly visible and fully intact but the date format remains Hungarian.

Figure 92. A pair of red Czechoslovakia ScC
27, SG 36, cancelled “Hőlak” (Trenčianska
Teplá; Trencsén), dated 920 APR 20.
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So much for the (said with tongue in cheek) “run of the mill” material. These cancel types
are not hard to find, with persistence, on the early Hradčany issues of Czechoslovakia used in
Slovakia. Perfect crown-of-St.-Stephen cancels — no smudging of the impression of the crown, no
empty spaces in the top or bottom curve of the cancel — are found here. But these aberrations can be
unearthed. The archeological metaphor is appropriate, because (as far as I can tell, given my
experience with Czechoslovakian stamps) the odd or weird exceptions require patience to find; they
are not going to jump out of a pile of stamps and dance for you. Keep your magnifying glass and a
strong lamp at your side. I am happy to have the few divergent cancels that I have been able to come
across: maybe three or four, at most a handful or so.
Let’s get out of the way first the one “divergence” that impresses me regarding Slovakia as
much as it impressed me regarding Romania (that is, not much at all): the date format in the canceller
was changed from the exogenous Hungarian format to the endogenous Slovakian (or
Czechoslovakian) format. The one cancel I have that illustrates this attempt at “nationalization” is
shown in Figures 93a and 93b. I have blown up the image (93a) and am also showing it after it has
been desaturated of color (93b), in an attempt to make the cancel’s date more visible: 25 AUG 919.
Note that another portion of the original Hungarian cancel is missing: the time of the day that the
cancel was applied. But the jig is up due to what remains: a crisp, clear crown of St. Stephen,
unsullied by chewing tobacco, bubble gum, super glue, or solder. (Imagine your own favorite
possible obliterating stuff, say, that morsel of palacsinta [palacinka] stuck between your teeth.) A
nationalization of the post that congratulates itself on magnificently changing the date format is a selfdeceptive waving of the hands at nationalization.

Figure 93a. (Above, Left) An orange Czechoslovakia ScC 7, SG 12, cancelled “Szepesbelá” (Spišská Belá;
Szepes megye), dated 25 AUG 919, using the Czechoslovakian date format. Figure 93b. (Above, Right) Same
as Figure 93a, desaturated.

The second example (see Figure 94) explains why
divergent Slovakians do not dance out of a pile of stamps at
you. The damaged crown of St. Stephen on this stamp is barely
visible to a naked eye, and maybe not really visible at all. I
merely had a hunch or a wishful thought that made me examine
it closely. Even with magnification, doubts remained. But after
the stamp was scanned at high resolution and the image
desaturated, removing the background color that interferes with
seeing cancels clearly, the damage to the crown was finally
exposed. I have no doubt that this is a surviving Hungarian
canceller without an intact crown of St. Stephen.
Figure 94. A damaged crown of St. Stephen in a Hungarian cancel
applied in Slovakia. The cancelled stamp (not visible after
desaturation) is a red Czechoslovakia ScC 3, SG 5, cancelled
“Pozsony,” dated 919 APR 16.
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My third example (Figure 95) is another damaged
crown of St. Stephen. The cancel was inked well enough so that
only partial desaturation was required to make the damage to
the crown visible. In this cancel, the crown is almost
completely obliterated, removed in a feminine way. The
wonder is that this technique was not more frequently employed
in Slovakia.58

Figure 95. Two Czechoslovakian stamps on a parcel card, used in
Slovakia; the cancel shows a damaged crown of St. Stephen. The
stamps are a brown 100h Czechoslovakia ScC 8, SG 13, and an
orange Czechoslovakia ScC 7, SG 12. They were cancelled “Verbó”
(Vrbove; Nyitra megye), dated 919 DEC 12.

(S3) In this stage, Czech cancels are either monolingual (no German exonym, only the Czech
autonym) or they are bilingual with the Czech name at the cancel’s top. Plenty of excellent examples
are available. (I wish the same thing could be said about Slovakia’s analogue to S3. It cannot.)
Several examples from the 1920s and some from the 1930s will be enough.

Figure 96. A red Czechoslovakia ScC 92, SG 227 (1923),
cancelled bilingually on 27.IX.24.

Figure 96 exhibits a stamp issued in 1923,
cancelled in 1924, and bearing “Č.S.P.” in the
top half. It is business as usual, except that the
Czech autonym (Ústi n[ad] Labem) is on the
top and the German exonym (Aussig [an der
Elbe]) is on the bottom.59
Figure 97. Top: a post card (cropped) franked with
a red Czechoslovakia ScC 45, SG 54, and two
copies of yellow-green Czechoslovakia ScC 43, SG
52, cancelled “Michálkovice” (image desaturated).
Bottom: uprated Tomáš Masaryk post card
(cropped; indicium is deep brown) with two copies
of red-brown Czechoslovakia ScC 67, SG 189. The
cancel is bilingual yet also has room for “Č.S.P.”
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The top cancel in Figure 97 is monolingual, dated 27 IX 25. The endonymous town name
“Michálkovice” is at the top of the cancel and a spread out “Č.S.P.” at the bottom. The German
exonym, “Michalkovitz,” is missing. The bottom cancel in this figure is bilingual. “Opava,” the
endonym, is at the top, and the German exonym, “Troppau,” at the bottom. It is dated 17 VIII 28 and
includes “Č.S.P.” in the top portion. Both post cards originated in what had been Silesia.
Three covers from the 1930s are shown in Figure 98. The uprated post card on the left, dated
2.VI.35, was cancelled bilingually with “Znojmo” (in Moravia), the Czech endonym, at the top, and
“Znaim,” the German exonym, at the bottom. Even though there seems to be enough room for it
above the “bridge,” the country identifier “Č.S.P.” was not included. The cover in the middle bears a
21 XII 32 monolingual cancel “Rychnov nad Kněžnou” (Bohemia), the Czech endonym. (The
German exonym was “Reichenau an der Knieschna.” No way both those names would fit within one
cancel. There was barely enough space for “Č.S.P.”) The last cover, dated 10 V 34, is bilingual, with
the Czech “Kunžvart” (Bohemia) at the top and the German exonym, “Kuschwarda,” at the bottom.
In this case, the country abbreviation “Č.S.P.” was squeezed into the area above the bridge.

Figure 98. All covers cropped. Left: post card sent to Finland uprated with a pair of green Czechoslovakia
ScC 194, SG 327 (1934). Center: a green Czechoslovakia ScC 186, SG 319 (1932) and a red Czechoslovakia
ScC 110, SG 260 (1926) pay the registered postage to Yankton, South Dakota. Right: five copies of green
Czechoslovakia ScC 168, SG 302 (1930) pay the postage to Brillion, Wisconsin.

Slovakia’s record with bilingual cancels is not nearly as good as in the Czech areas. Most of
the time, the new cancellers included the town name at the top in Slovakian and the initials “Č.S.P.”
However, it was not for lack of opportunity that Slovakian cancels did not include, at the bottom, the
Hungarian town name.

Figure 99. Left and center: two Czechoslovakian stamps cancelled “Beszterczebánya” with
“survivors” after WW1. On the left is a green Czechoslovakia ScC 2, SG 4, and in the center is an
orange ScC 7, SG 12 dated (respectively) 919 AUG 26 and 920 JAN 3. These are old-style Hungarian
cancels. Right: a new Czechoslovakian cancel for Báňská Bystrica, dated 26 VI 20.

Figure 99 shows, left and center, two Beszterczebánya cancels applied by an older-style
Hungarian canceller in 1919 and 1920. But, also in 1920, we find an indigenous cancel that has the
Slovakian autonym at the top and “Č.S.P.” at the bottom. There is, however, a large empty area
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above the bridge and below the town name into which “Č.S.P.” could have been put comfortably (see
Figures 96, 97 bottom, 98 right). This is the opportunity, not taken, to move the country
identification abbreviation higher in the cancel and thus to leave room at the bottom for the
Hungarian town name, thereby producing a bilingual cancel. There is an embarrassment of riches of
these between-the-two-wars monolingual cancels in Slovakia, and a corresponding paucity of
bilingual cancels, a pattern much different from that in the Czech areas.
Figures 100-103 illustrate this common pattern, with some variations. All these Slovakian
cancels had room for, or could have made room for, the Hungarian town name to produce a bilingual
cancel. The “Č.S.P.” in the cancel in Figure 100 could have been moved to the empty area above the
bridge and the bottom space used for the Hungarian name. The cancels in Figures 101-103 do not
even include “Č.S.P.” and have plenty of room for the Hungarian exonym. (For some Slovakian
towns, those containing a large Hungarian minority or even a majority, calling the Hungarian name an
exonym is inaccurate or misleading.) Instead, the bottom of the circles contain insignificant stars or
specks that hardly take up the available space. Why were Slovakians so reluctant (unlike the Czechs)
to recognize the mixed ethnic and cultural nature of their towns? Why were they (which now seems
more strange) so reluctant to eliminate or damage the crown of St. Stephen in Hungarian cancellers?
If the Slovakians wanted to deny or erase their historical ties with Hungary by systematically leaving
out Hungarian town names, why didn’t that urge to deny or erase history prompt the earlier
obliteration of the crown of St. Stephen?

Figure 100. An indigenous Slovakian monolingual cancel on a
red Czechoslovakia ScC 154, SG 288 (1929) and a red ScC
170, SG 304 (1930), cancelled in Hnúšťa (Hungarian, Nyustya;
Gomor megye), dated 24 XII 30.

Figure 101. An indigenous Czechoslovakian
(or Slovakian) monolingual cancel on a post
card franked with a blue Czechoslovakia ScC
221, SG 357 (1936), cancelled “Košice”
(Hungarian, Kassa), dated 14 VII 36.

Figure 102. An indigenous Czechoslovakian (or Slovakian)
monolingual cancel on an uprated post card franked with a
red-violet Czechoslovakia ScC 156, SG 290, cancelled “Nitra”
(Hungarian, Nyitra), dated 17 III 31.
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Figure 103. An indigenous Slovakian monolingual cancel
on a cover franked with (left to right) a green
Czechoslovakia ScC 2020, SG 335 (1935), a red ScC 203,
SG 336, and a blue ScC 204, SG 336, cancelled “Lučenec”
(Hungarian, Losonc; Hajdú-Bihar megye), dated 7 III 35.

I have seen (and now own) only one stage S3 Slovakian-Hungarian bilingual cancel.60 Many
more must exist, even if they are relatively scarce. The one that I have is shown in Figure 104. It
was purchased on eBay from “Philanet” for around $20, including airmail postage from Hungary. I
found it altogether by accident. None of my “saved searches” that were aimed at such a cancel
produced anything over a period of more than six months. One evening I was browsing through
Philanet’s stock, an enjoyable activity regardless of my precise interests at the moment, and found
myself looking through a stream of “buy-it-now” covers that he advertised as “Carpatho Ukraine
bilinguals.” Some of them were bilinguals, some were merely transliterative — and one was the post
card I luckily stumbled across and which is shown in Figure 104. It was cancelled “Veľky Meder” at
the top, “Č.S.P.” above the bridge, and “Nagymegyer” at the bottom (Komárom megye, right across
the border from Győr, at least 400 km from Czechoslovakian Ukraine; according to MN, the town has
another endonym, “Čalovo”). Based on my excitement, you might have thought I had found the Holy
Grail or a small missing stone from the crown of St. Stephen. My ecstasy prevented me from writing
to Philanet, bringing to his attention the misidentification of this post card’s cancel. Instead, with as
silent a poker face as eBay allows, I purchased it, paying for it immediately. (In leaving feedback for
Philanet, should I have ticked the true “not at all as advertised”?)

Figure 104. A green Czechoslovakia ScC 168 (1930),
SG 302 franks an Easter post card sent from Veľky
Meder to Levice (Léva), dated 6.IV.33. The cancel is
bilingual, the Slovakian name at the top and the
Hungarian name at the bottom.

(S4) From 1938 until mid-1945, Bohemia and Moravia were under the control of Germany. This
political domination of what was left of Czechoslovakia after the creation of a separate Slovakian
nation was reflected in obvious ways in its cancels. In some cases, previously bilingual cancels with
the Czech endonym at the top and the German exonym at the bottom were obliterated in a feminine
way: the endonym at the top was excised (see Figure 105). In other cases, the cancels remained
bilingual but the positions of the endonym and exonym were reversed, with the German placed at the
top (see Figures 106 and 107). “Č.S.P.” is nowhere to be found. Figure 108 is a look at what was
going on in Slovakia: the Slovakian endonym “Nitra” sits at the top of a cancel that contains nothing
else except the date and three useless crosses or stars; the bland cancel is mostly empty. (No, the
three crosses are not swastikas.)
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Figure 105. Left: a deep blue-green
Czechoslovakia ScCl 250, SG 389,
which depicts St. Elizabeth’s
Cathedral in Košice, Slovakia; oh,
the irony), cancelled 12 X 38 with
the monolingual “Reichenberg” on
the bottom. Right: what was cut
from the cancel on the left is visible
in this pre-war bilingual cancel,
with the Czech “Liberec” (in
Bohemia) at the top, dated 21 VI 27.
The stamp is a purple
Czechoslovakia ScC P13, SG N11
(1925-1926).

Figure 106. A block of four orange “Čechy a Morava”
(“Böhmen und Mähren”) stamps (Bohemia and Moravia ScC
80 [1941]) cancelled 23 XI 41 with “Prag” (the exonym) and
“Praha” (the endonym) put back into their stage S1
positions, with the German at the top.

Figure 107. Left: a brown war-time Hitler head,
cancelled 3 III 44. The German exonym
“Stietkowitz” (with a “w”) is at the top, while the
Czech endonym “Stetkovice” (in Bohemia) is at the
bottom. Right: another “Čechy a Morava”
(“Böhmen und Mähren”) stamp, a deep blue-green
Bohemia and Moravia ScC 35 (1939-1941), which
depicts“Olmütz” (top left inscription) and
“Olomouc” (top right inscription). It was cancelled
“Prag/Praha” (in their stage S1 locations) in IX 41.

Figure 108. Two war-time Slovakian stamps frank a letter
envelope sent from Nitra (Hungarian, Nyitra; Nyitra megye)
to Westfalen, Germany, dated 13 VIII 42.
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(S5) After the war, one thing that was done in Czechoslovakia was to use the bilingual cancellers
from war-time but only after the German exonyms had been excised from the top part, thereby
producing feminine obliterations, empty spaces, that look just like the Bosnian and Czech
obliterations after WW1 (stage S2).61 Examples are shown in Figures 109 and 110. The cancels in
Figure 109 were applied to Hitler heads overprinted with the Bohemian Lion and are dated at a time
when his dead body was still slightly warm. The German exonym “Pilsen” has been eliminated,
leaving a large empty space, but “Č.S.P.” has not yet been restored. The cancel shown in Figure 110
is similar: the only town name is “Praha,” the endonym, and it is at the bottom of the cancel. There is
still no “Č.S.P.” and the rest of the cancel is a vast empty space, almost like (to exaggerate) the New
World commemorated by Antonín Dvořák in 1893.
Figure 109. A (cropped) cover dated
6 V 45. The German exonym
“Pilsen” has been deleted to leave a
large empty space. (Compare with
Figures 63, 64, 85-88.) Even if the
cancel is genuine, the cover might
never have been put in the
mailstream. If so, I spent too much
for it (on eBay). It is addressed to
“Praha,” but it still might have been
favor cancelled. Evidence that it was
favor-cancelled: there is no arriving
strike, the backside flap of the
envelope has pristine gum on it, and
the cover is 100% clean and uncut.

Figure 110. Monolingual stage S5 “Praha”
cancel dated 23 VIII 48. Apart from the date, it
could have been struck in 1919 as a stage S2
feminine obliteration.

What I find interesting about the cancel in Figure 110 is its date: 23 VIII 48, six months after
the February 1948 Communist coup d’état. I am not impressed by the new government’s failure to
make its postal mark immediately. I am more impressed by the Hungarian-Communist deMagyarfication of Hungarian cancels (Section VIII, to be published in the next issue). But, then
again, the Hungarian Communists had more material to work with, or to work over. No indigenous
Czechoslovakian cancel matches the elegance, majesty, and cultural significance of the crown of St.
Stephen cancel (see, for example, Figure 81 and two images in note 36, Part 3, and your own
Hungary albums). Maybe this is a small part of the explanation for the longevity of that cancel in
parts of the Kingdom torn away by Trianon. The Hungarian cancel had class.
NOTES
What was left of out the last issue: the illustration for Note 46:
46. The cover is sealed on the back side with a label (“Post Office/Košice 1”). The “1” appears also in
the Hungarian cancel on the front side. Leslie Ettre says that the Hungarian overprint was added
privately by a Kassa stamp dealer who mailed between 300 and 820 of these covers (exact quantity not
known) to Hungary, which went through the mailstream with no objections by postal workers who
applied the cancels in Kassa. (My cover was originally labeled “523” in ink, the same ink used to
address the envelope. This number was crossed out with pencil and replaced with “311” or “34.”)
Ettre suggests that the allowable use of Czechoslovakian stamps on mail to Hungary early in the
Visszatért period is an area that requires more study. See his “Overprints of Czechoslovakia I,” p. 12.
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47. Voice of America’s pronunciation, confirmed by a native, Damir Studen. “Brčko” and “Brčka”
were alternative spellings (www.genealogienetz.de/reg/ESE/vl_bosn_ak.html). In Cyrillic (see the
bottom right of Figure 62), the name is “Брчко.”
48. The town was called “Trencsén-Teplicz” (see
europefiles.net/438.htm). MN provides “Trenčín” as the Slovakian
endonym for the Hungarian “Trencsén,” but does not provide the
Slovakian equivalent of “Teplicz.” I suspect that the cancel shown
here is a later (VII 1937) fully autonymous Slovakian version
(“Trenčianske Teplice”) of the Hungarian name. The cancel is on a
green Czechoslovakian indicium. Note that the empty space on the
bottom half of the cancel is filled in with three useless,
uninformative, unattractive ornamental stars.
49. The relevant stages are already (but briefly and unsystematically) illustrated in Part I of this
essay, without the label “stage”: see Figures 19-22 and the figures in notes 23-25. In some ways, the
Visszatért period is a stage S4.
50. See Z. Kvasnička, “Austro-Hungarian Postmarks Used in Czechoslovakia,” Czechoslovakian
Specialist XV, no. 9 (November, 1953), p. 139: “On Nov. 17, 1918, the Director of Posts in Praha
issued order No. 2816 . . . regarding the nationalization of postmarks, which reads as follows: ‘By
decision of the Director General of Posts and Telegraphs, no changes of the cancelling stamps are
allowed, other than the removal of the Austrian eagle and the initials C.K. or K.K., and that it is done
in such a manner that the cancelling stamp is not injured’.” Right.
51. See Z. Kvasnička, p. 139: “At some places the German names were cut out immediately after
liberation, in other places, later, and all according to their taste. The simplest was cutting out the
German name, leaving half the postmark blank. . . . Blacked out names appear less often. This was
done by filling the German name with solder.” See also K. Vsetecka, “Postal Cancellations and the
Language Question in the Czech Lands,” Czechoslovakian Specialist XXXI, no. 291 (March, 1969),
p. 36: “Against their [the “Czech authorities”] expressed orders, many bilingual cancels were locally
‘nationalized’ with their German names mechanically removed or simply backed out.”
52. Here are two images of Polish feminine obliterations that are just like Bosnian and Czech
obliterations. One, cancelled “Lublin,” is on Poland ScC 27-29, with inverted overprints. My guess is
that “K.u.K. Etappenpostamt” was excised. The other example, cancelled “Lwow,” is missing the
German exonym, Lemberg, from the top of the cancel. The stamps are a brown and blue Poland ScC
125 and 126 (1919).

53. Here is an example of a 1919 feminine obliteration on a parcel card with a mixed AustrianCzechoslovakian franking. The remaining town name (not easily deciphered) is Žďar n[ad] Mor,
preceded by “Město” (Stadt). The stamps are a red Austria Sc 159, Mi 199 (1918) and a red
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Czechoslovakia ScC 3, SG 5. I have another feminine obliteration on cover, a post card sent
underfranked from Croatia, and the femininely-obliterated cancel was applied (in Ostrava, Moravian
Silesia) to several newly-issued Czechoslovakian postage dues.

54. See Z. Kvasnička, “Austro-Hungarian Postmarks Used in Czechoslovakia,” Czechoslovakian
Specialist XV, no. 10 (December, 1953), p. 151: “Another simple way to nationalize the German
names was cutting a part of the letter ‘W,’ making it ‘V’ as in Smíchov-Smichow.” Hence Figure 89.
But the Czech town name (with a “v”) on the cancel on the stamp here (a yellow Austria Sc 34, Mi
35II) is a red flag. According to K. Vsetecka (p. 35), a decree issued in 1871 ordered, for towns
where the spelling of the German name was different from the spelling of the Czech name, that “the
German name of a locality was to be inserted into the UPPER part of a cancel’s circle, while its
Czech name in the BOTTOM part of it.” This stamp was cancelled 5/6/75, only a few years later.
(For contrast: the stamp on the right is correctly cancelled [on an orange-red Austria Sc 9, Mi 13].)
Vsetecka points out that many postmasters “ignored completely the language and other technical
provisions” of the decree. Further, there were also “monolingual cancels with incorrect spelling of
names of localities either in Czech or German.... This veritable flood of irregular, non-conformist
cancels finally led to a new ruling — in 1882 — which specified that only officially furnished cancels
could be used by all postoffices.” As Vsetecka wisely notes, the new decree had little effect.

Above: Illustration of Smíchov-Smichow
cancels for Note 54.

Right: Illustration for
Note 55.

55. A hint: remember that one letter in the Czech town name bears a diacritic. But you should be
able to solve this puzzle without the hint. Shown here is a fine 5-line cancel (9/11 5 [18]94) with both
spellings. The stamp is a red with black numeral Austria Sc 54 (1890), Mi 53.
56. I have seen on eBay used copies of the Hradčany
overprinted, for Silesia, “SO 1920,” that bear masculine or
feminine obliterations. G. Alevizos had offered, on eBay, a
feminine obliteration on cover for $250 buy-it-now.
However, the specimen is defective: the town whose name
remained in the cancel (Tovačov) was not in Silesia. I have
also virtually seen an SO 1920 overprint bearing a “Praha”
cancel. Here is an SO 1920 from my image files, cancelled
monolingually via a feminine obliteration, in the Silesian
town Frýdek (on the left).
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57. Z. Kvasnička: “The Hungarian postmarks are not so varied. It was possible to nationalize some
names by cutting off the end of the Hungarian name or cutting out the St. Stephen crown. . . . More
often the change was made by rearrangement of the date line” (“Austro-Hungarian Postmarks Used in
Czechoslovakia,” Czechoslovakian Specialist XV, no. 10 [December 1953], p. 151). The
Romanians also carried out the “more often” technique of changing the date format, but that doesn’t
count as much “nationalization.” Kvasnička provides these examples, hand-drawn, of the purportedly
“less often” damage done, in the name of nationalization, to the crown of St. Stephen. But he gives
no indication of how (un)common these cancels are. (Only his “Rajec” cancel both rearranges the
date and excludes the crown of St. Stephen.) See also [Anonymous] “Hungarian Postmarks,”
Czechoslovakian Specialist XVIII, no. 167 (November 1856), p. 135: “The nationalization of the
Postmark was done by blacking out or cutting out the crown and rearranging the date.” Again, no
clue is provided about frequency.

58. I show here a plausible feminine obliteration of the crown of St. Stephen, on a Hradčany
cancelled in the Slovakian town Tőketerebes (in Zemplén megye; now Trebišov). This is a strip of
three orange Czechoslovakia ScC 7, SG 12, dated 920 JAN 9. I have desaturated the image in an
attempt to make the defaced crown more visible.

59. Aussig, in the Sudetenland (between Czechoslovakia and Germany), was the site of the 1945
“massacre” and the ethnic cleansing of Germans carried out by Czechs (and others).
60. This is the only bilingual Slovakian-Hungarian cancel I have really seen (vs. “virtually”). An
essay by Zoltán Palotás contains a dozen small illustrations of bilinguals. He lists about 30 different
Slovakian towns that used bilingual cancellers. He doesn’t say how common these cancels are,
although he remarks that they were infrequent enough to amount to “indisputable discrimination”
against Hungarians in Slovakia. See “Bilingual Postal Cancellations in Southern Slovakia 19201938.” Stamps of Hungary, no. 89 (June 1987), pp. 12-18. The article was kindly supplied to me by
David Williams. See also László Filep’s essay (note 18, Part I).
61. After WW2, “In addition to these official [“temporary rubber made”] cancels, many post offices
supplemented them with various improvizations [sic], using the Protectorate or German cancellations
after the deletion of their German text. Even the pre-war Czechoslovak cancels hidden by some
postal authorities after the German occupation were put to use” (K. Vsetecka, p. 37). Commendable
subversion.
/ to be continued /
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THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
Alan Soble asked me to share these two Hungarian cancels from my collection modified in
the successor states following World War I to complement his series of articles on Obliterations.

The cancel shown above is from Torda in central
Transylvania and is struck on a pair of Rumanian King
Ferdinand stamps. It is dated 12 JUN 920 using the
Rumanian convention. The Crown of St. Stephen has
been excised from the surviving Hungarian CDS leaving
an open space. During the process of removal, there
seems to have been damage done to the arc above and the
horizontal line below the former location of the crown.

The cancellation shown above is from Osijek in
the Croatian part of the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes. It is dated 28 DEC. 921
using the Croatian convention. The CDS is a
surviving Hungarian cancel from which the
Crown of Stephen has been neatly obliterated
by etching away parts of the crown leaving
squiggly, broken vertical lines.

The Osijek cancel was used on the SHS Kingdom parcel post letter of transit form shown
below. It is interesting to note the other visible obliteration: the crossed-out word UTÁNVÉTEL
(collect on delivery) on the surviving Hungarian postal label. The supply of this type of label was
still available for use three (!) years after Croatia declared its independence from the Kingdom of
Hungary.

I finally researched the correct pronunciation of the town name Przemyśl, famous for
providing the world’s first military airmail service in 1915 (27 flights) during the second siege by the
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Russian army (November 1914-March 1915). The name is sounded out as pshě’mĭshəl in the Polish
language. During WWI, the British press devised a rhyme to help with the pronunciation: A damp
chemise’ll will make you sneeze (from the book by Martin Gilbert, The First World War, Henry
Hold and Company, 1994, p.138).
The monument pictured on the left was sculpted by
Szilárd Sződy and was erected in 1932 on the Buda side of
the Margaret Bridge to honor the tens of thousands of
Hungarian soldiers who became prisoners-of-war of the
Russians. (A total of 110,000 Austro-Hungarian troops
surrendered on 22 March 1915 as the fortress of Przemśyl
was overrun. By the end of the Great War, the POWs of
the Russians had a survival rate of 10%, especially those
who were captured in the early years of fighting.

The January-March 2010 issue of The News was
reviewed in the July-August edition of Bélyegvilág /
Filatéliai Szemle, the publication of Mabéosz. The review
highlighted the topics of our various articles.
Unfortunately, on the subject of the airmail covers from the
1945-46 hyperinflation, the reviewer misquoted the
number of known covers that Bob Morgan keeps in an upto-date table. Anyway, we appreciate that our efforts are
being noticed in Hungary as well!
So, there is a controversy in the United States
about converting private property in lower Manhattan (near
Ground Zero) into an Islamic place of worship (mosque).
What do I remember from Hungarian history? The
Ottoman Turks occupied Hungary for roughly 150 years
(1526-1686). During these years, they build minarets (two
are still standing: one in Pécs in southern Hungary; one in
Eger, the farthest north they ever built one). They
converted Christian churches into mosques (hence, made a
contribution towards preserving medieval Hungarian
architecture) and repaired fortification walls (Abdurrahman
Abdi Arnaut pasha’s bastion on Buda’s Castle Hill). Other
than that, they left a few baths and Gül Baba’s funeral
memorial in Buda. My take on the bottom line is that the
Sultan’s potentates did not leave much of an architectural
legacy in the lands that they occupied. They collected
taxes, captured slaves, conducted raids, and tried to capture
Vienna (and were thwarted multiple times). Once they
were driven back into the Balkans, they left a central
Hungary devoid of population. Period.
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A so-called 1918 ‘Kalmár’ airmail cover was discussed in the January-March 2009 issue of
The News. Simon Barb keeps tabs on these spurious items that were addressed to Frau Helene
Kalmár in Vienna. The stamps on these covers were always perfectly positioned and were cancelled
with the ‘correct’ Budapest 4, L.L.z. cds and the Flugpost Wien arrival cds. I’m illustrating another
example below. This one was even ‘endorsed’ with the manuscript ‘252’ sequence number and
supposedly flown on 8 July 1918 as the arrival backstamp would lead one to believe.

Left: 3rd weight class
‘Kalmár’ cover,
cancelled Budapest 4,
918 JUL. 7.
Above: Flugpost Wien
arrival cancellation
from 7 VII 8.

Last August, a pair of special UPU
booklets issued in 1950 sold for
significant sums on eBay. The late
Emmerich Vamos wrote about them
(The 1949 UPU Booklets) in the
October-December 2004 issue of The
News. The Type C booklet (far left)
sold for $355; the Type D booklet
(left), for $788. Without looking at the
panes inside, these special booklets can
be identified from the imprint ‘1950. –
7075/0501’ located in lower left corner
of the cover.
Rumania issued a set of stamps depicting the historical coatof-arms of the country’s provinces. One of the stamps showed
the traditional crest of Erdély/Transylvania (lower left).
HELP: I would like to enlist inputs especially from our
members in Hungary as to the origin of the used (cancelled-toorder) imperforate stamps that were offered for sale recently by
the seller mr.privatier from Germany. As we know, imperforate
stamps were NOT valid for postage until 1958 when the then
current stamps issues were allowed to be used. In addition, in
1981 all Hungarian stamps in forint-fillér denominations (issued
after 1 August 1946) again became valid for postage indefinitely.
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I was never sure if this directive also applied to imperforate stamps (which would be moot point
because such issues have more value as collector’s items than as postage). Nevertheless.
mr.privatier’s offering are cancelled with dates from the time the stamps were originally issued. Are
these ‘surplus’ items marketed by the Philatelia Hungarica organization? According to my
knowledge, these stamps are philatelically incongruous and should not exist.

Left: 1950 flowers set, imperforate, cancelled-toorder 1 September 1950. Above, right: 1955
Bartók Stamp Day issue CTO 9 October 1955.

Alan Hoover reported that the website of the Hungarian Post (www.posta.hu) is now
available for use in English for gathering information and for ordering stamps.


LEADERS OF THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELISTS
by T.P. McDermott

The past two issues of the FLASH, the news magazine of the Federation Internationale de
Philatelie (FIP) had a report from the National Federation of Hungarian Philatelists which lists
officers elected at their General Meeting on 29th May 2010.
President:
Vice Presidents:
Members:

Csaba Kornél TÓTH
István GLATZ and László LEITOLD
Imre BERKE Dr
Dénes CZIRÓK
Péter DUNAI
Márk HATVANI
Pál LIPPAI Dr
László PERNECZKY
Géza KOLOZSVÁRY

General Director:
President of Board of
Supervising & Auditing:
Honorary President:

Tibor MANDI
Sándor KURDICS

FIP is the United Nations type organization of philately. Its aims include promoting philately
on an international level. Commissions of the FIP have developed the international rules for
exhibiting and judging. The organization’s patronage is a key to the decimal international shows such
as America’s Washington 2006 and the previous Pacific 97. A recent emphasis is promoting seminars
on judging and exhibiting at various stamp shows.

Beside the National Federation of Hungarian Philatelists, other member federations
known to our readers include the American Philatelic Society, the Royal Philatelic Society of
Canada, the Association of British Philatelic Societies, the Austrian Philatelic Federation and
the Union of Czech Philatelists.
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2010 NEW ISSUES
Issued date: 23 May 2010
20th Anniversary of the Election of Prime Minister József Antal
20,000 copies of the memorial souvenir sheet issued in 1993 in honor of Hungarian Republic’s
independently elected prime minister were overprinted on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the
elections of 1991.

Issued date: 18 June 2010
200th Anniversary of the Birth of Frédéric François Chopin
Face value: HUF 240. Stamp size: 50 x 30.4mm.
Designer: Imre Benedek. The stamp shows the portrait and signature reproduction of the famous
Polish pianist and composer.
Technical details: Printed in offset in sheets of 40 by the State Printing Office. Ltd. in an edition of
350,000 copies.
200th Anniversary of the Birth of Miklós Barabás
Face value: HUF 365. Stamp size: 45 x 35.5mm.
Designer: László Dudás. Photographer: Zsuzsa Berényi. The stamp reproduces the painter’s selfportrait from 1841.
Technical details: Printed in offset in sheets of 50 by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition of
300,000 copies
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Issued date: 2 July 2010
XXX. European Swimming Championships
Face value: HUF 300. Stamp size: 45 x 26.1mm.
Designer: Imre Benedek. The design shows a swimmer, a diver, and a pair of synchronized
swimmers.
Technical details: Printed using offset in sheets of 50 by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition
of 300,000 copies.
Triathlon World Championships
Face value: HUF 280. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Barnabás Baticz. The design shows athletes in the three stages of the triathlon.
Technical details: Printed using offset in sheets of 50 by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition
of 250,000 stamps.


HUNGARIAN PRECURSOR AEROGRAMME FORMS FROM 1947-1950
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

The Hungarian Post was rather slow with respect to other countries in issuing aerogrammes
with imprinted indicia. The first Hungarian issue appeared in 1969 only. Prior to that, however,
blank aerogramme forms without indicia were sold by the post starting around 1950. These
lightweight forms were intended to facilitate the huge increase in airmail correspondence from
Hungary to the thousands of Hungarians who were displaced abroad following World War II. As
evidenced by the precursor aerogramme forms shown below, private entrepreneurs tried to fill this
void as early as 1947.

The first ‘precursor’ that I encountered
was send from Budapest (Légi Posta 72, 8 April
1947) to Cleveland, OH. The heading on the
form indicated Molnár-féle / szabad. / Önzárós
Levélpapír = a la Molnár / patented / Self-sealing
letter writing paper.
The form had two
additional rectangles of blank paper folded under
the bottom of the illustration on the left. The ‘X’
on the back side resembled folds of an envelope
and also warned the correspondent not to write
on that panel because it would become the outside of the ‘envelope.’ The form also had neat tabs on
three sides making it ‘self-sealable.’ The ‘inventor’ was also able to keep the weight of the form at 5
grams for a single increment of airmail surcharge but still provide plenty of writing surface.
The next item is from 1948. It was sent from Budapest on 5 April 1948 to Argentina, from
where it was returned to Hungary unclaimed. This item was printed on postcard stock and is very
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similar to the closed letter cards used between 1890 and 1920. The sides had perforations for easy
opening and adhesive for closing. The proprietary information is missing from this item, but the
heading indicated La Carte-Lettre / Légiposta Zárt-Levelezőlap = Airmail closed letter card.

Above: La Carte-Lettre / Légiposta Zárt-Levelezőlap
= Airmail closed letter card from 1948. The card is
shown opened on the right.

Above, left: Opened layout of the Copyright Andrényi formular from 1950.
Above, right: front of the Copyright Andrényi formular.

The third item was printed with the standard slanted red and blue airmail bars along the
edges. It was sent Pestszentlőrinc on 26 June 1950 to Chicago, IL. The writing surface of this form
was limited to the inside of the two sections shown in the illustration above. The endorsement on the
back side, lower right corner read: Copyright Andrényi Budapest.
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SUMMARY OF BOARD MEETING: COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION
I. Call to Order - The SHP Executive Board Meeting was called to order via email on the 28th of
October 2010 in virtual time. Attendees of the meeting signed in as Bill Wilson, Wes Learned, H.
Alan Hoover, Csaba Kohalmi, Bob Morgan, Wally Green, and Greg Gessell.
II. Opening Traditions - Everyone was asked to say the pledge of allegiance at their computers.
III. Reading the Minutes - A copy of the minutes of the last board meeting was transmitted to the
Board on October 18, 2010 by Greg Gessell.
IV. Board Reports:
 From Wes Learned, the Treasurer:
The 2010 financial report for the Society will be published in the 1st quarter 2011 News. The
SHP remains healthy financially. As the USPS has decided not to increase postage rates after the first
of the year it appears that an increase in membership dues is not necessary at this time.
We will continue the dues payment option of "Pay Three Years" which offers a slight
discount for the convenience of the membership. This program has worked well for the past several
years with many members choosing to do so.
An issue from the board meeting held in Pittsburgh concerned the appropriate documentation
of reimbursable expenses. All parties immediately began to comply with hard copy receipts being
submitted with their payment requests. We are now in compliance and it is no longer a problem.
 From Csaba Kohalmi, the Editor:
A steady stream of material for the newsletter has been forthcoming from Prof. Alan Soble
allowing me to publish 28-32 page newsletters in 2010. The December issue will be 32 pages. Alan
also has several articles in the pipeline for next year. Still, in the interest of variety, I/we always
encourage members to contribute!
I would like to acknowledge the work of Chris Brainard since 1997 in publishing and
mailing the newsletters. We would not be here without his ‘hard work behind the scenes’!
I would also like to thank the other board members for their continued support of not just the
newsletter, but also the work of this society.
 From H. Alan Hoover, the Webmaster:
The basic format of a suggested new website format has been presented to the board members
and some progress identified and demonstrated. This website was created using a new software
generation tool and some time to learn. Work is halted for the moment for lack of available free
time. I wanted to include a totally new auction online viewing method to create a more pleasing
viewing and make it similar to other online auctions too for those familiar with the process. Also an
online PAYPAL methodology has been created but for some reason there is some software error and
it isn’t working correctly. I have two choices 1) upload what I do have working now and just modify
and add all the new items as I complete them, or 2) continue on trying to solve the issues. I
personally do not want to upload something that isn’t working properly. Lastly I wanted to improve
and update the links to other sites and wanted to include a tie to the Hungarian Post English sections
such as pdfs of the recent stamps released. There is a problem with this section too; not working like
I like so am again at a stopping point until I can solve this. Any guidance from the Executive Board
will be appreciated.
V. Unfinished business - I would like the Secretary to make a list of the unfinished business from the
last meeting at this point in the email. Members who wish to address any one particular point can add
their comment and then forward the email to all of the executive board members.
VI. New business  Filling the vacancy of Vice-president: we have received inquiries about the VP position from two
very good candidates.
LYMAN CASWELL: retired chemistry professor, active collector ever since second grade. I

have had a long-time interest in Hungarian philately specializing in postage due stamps and
their usage. I have published three articles about Hungarian postage dues in The News of
Hungarian Philately. I would like to see more Hungarian exhibits. My wife, Ruth and I live
in Des Moines, Washington. Ruth is a retired professor of education and caught the stamp
collecting virus from me.
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WALLY GREEN: retired software engineer. Interests: collecting vintage paperback books and
stamps. Avidly collect stamps of Austria, Great Britain and colonies, Hungary - working both perfs
and imperfs + varieties, Italy and colonies, Yugoslavia, Portugal and Colonies, US and possessions.
Bill Wilson wrote: I feel we were very fortunate to have two talented members step forward
to volunteer to take the position of vice president. Both would be a welcome addition. Voting
and temporary appointment can be made after the Board Meeting is adjourned.
 APS POWER POINT PRESENTATION - Kal Illyefalvi recommended at last board meeting that
we prepare a slide show or power point presentation of Hungarian Philately to be submitted to the
APS for distribution through their slide show program. Motion to have Bill Wilson do a Power Point
Presentation on Hungarian Philately was made and seconded by Wes Learned.
 Motion was made to evaluate a retiring member’s collection for possible purchase of material for
SHP auctions. Motion was seconded. Follow-up by Alan Hoover and Jim Gaul.
 Discussion has been entered regarding membership/recruitment. The President has spoken to the
National Hungarian Foundation and they basically suggested we need to go to the local level.
President indicated he will write a piece on Recruitment in the next issue in the President's Corner on
this subject.
 The President believes there has been some confusion regarding our participation in the APS
stamp shows. We were not represented this year. We will strive to improve on our planning to insure
we are represented adequately at future shows. The next APS show is August 11-14, 2011 in
Columbus, Ohio. Let's plan to discuss this more in the future and insure that we are well
represented.
VII. Adjournment: Motion was made to adjourn by the President and seconded on November 21,
2010.


FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first
11 books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders.
Orders and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org
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